
No Return
To Cruelty

IFAW IN ACTION

WARNING
This report contains 
images that you may 

find distressing.
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Foreword

When the cruel and unnecessary ‘sport’ of
hunting with dogs was banned, I, along with the
majority of the British public, backed this

historic victory for wildlife.

The scenes described in this report of how animals were
hunted down and savaged with dogs for fun before the
Hunting Act 2004 was passed are simply barbaric and
shocking and should remain a part of Britain’s past, not 
its future.  

Don’t let politicians bring back cruelty. Help IFAW keep
cruelty out of the countryside and back the ban on hunting
with dogs.

See the horrifying footage of pre-ban hunting by visiting:

www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty

Sir Paul McCartney
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Main image:
A fox stands alert in
the countryside.
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I can’t stand the idea of
people hunting foxes and stuff like
that and I think it would be good to
let any future Prime Minister know
how the public feel about it.”
Simon Cowell, TV producer and personality, when
giving examples of issues of concern to the British
public during an interview with BBC Newsnight‘‘

After a historic campaign spanning more than 80 years, the cruel 
and unnecessary sport of hunting with dogs was finally banned in 2004
when the Hunting Act became law. The new Act made it illegal to
chase and kill foxes, deer, hares and mink with dogs, ensuring this
‘sport’ was outlawed alongside other similar cruel sports such as cock
fighting, badger baiting, dog fighting and bear baiting.

As a nation of animal lovers the British public have long opposed any
type of animal cruelty. So it’s hard to believe that anyone could want
the archaic practice of chasing and killing animals for fun to return to
our countryside. Yet the Conservative Party leader David Cameron 
has pledged to allow MPs a free vote on whether to repeal the Act if
he becomes Prime Minister. 

Introduction
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This is despite the fact that a return to hunting would be completely
out of step with supporters of the Conservative Party as well as the
British public as a whole.

A survey carried out by Ipsos MORI in September 2009
showed that twice as many Conservative supporters
back the Act as want it repealed while an overwhelming

75%of the British public do not want fox hunting to be made
legal again.

Even in rural communities 72% want to see fox hunting remain illegal.

The aim of this report is to remind readers why hunting with dogs was
banned in the first place and why the British public is absolutely right
to want to consign such shocking acts of animal cruelty to the history
books for good.  

www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty
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Main image:
A stag lies dead after
being pursued by
hounds.

Left:
The chase is over for
one tired and frightened
fox cub as hounds rip
and savage it to death.
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I welcomed the hunt ban and
think it is bizarre anyone should want to
legalise the pursuit of animals for fun in
this day and age.”
Rt Hon Ann Widdecombe, Conservative MP ‘‘Right:
Chiddingfold,
Leconfield and
Cowdray Hunt. 
A huntsman cuts
off a fox's brush
(tail) to give to
riders for a trophy. ©
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I defy anyone to defend
hunting who has seen a stag in the last
moments of life. If he is lucky he will be
killed by one shot and not the dreadful
scene I once witnessed in the River
Barle where blast after blast from a
shotgun could not kill him. He was
eventually wrestled into the water by a
follower before dying.”
Kevin Hill, IFAW hunt monitor 
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Left:
The final
moments of the
stag’s prolonged
suffering.
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Eyewitness accounts

IFAW’s monitoring of the reality of animal suffering caused by hunting
with dogs played a large part in getting hunting banned.

The sights and sounds of wild animals being chased and torn apart by
dogs were made public in footage obtained by IFAW’s courageous
hunt monitors as they filmed the pursuers with video cameras. IFAW
monitors documented hunting peacefully without intervening and their
film footage  was submitted to the British Government Inquiry into
hunting led by Lord Burns to illustrate the cruelty of hunting with dogs.

Pre-ban footage can be seen at www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty

But it’s not just hunt monitors who have witnessed the brutality of
hunting first-hand – many ordinary people have been forced to endure
the sight of our precious wildlife being ripped to pieces right in front of
them.  Some have even witnessed their own beloved pets being torn
apart by a pack of out-of-control hounds.

Even hunters themselves have admitted the cruelty of their so-called
‘sport’.

No Return to Cruelty | 07

“Hunters always tried to pretend that what they were doing was
necessary and humane. But our filmed evidence proved that
was a lie. They said foxes were pests and needed controlling,
yet film we took proved time and again that some hunts were
breeding them in artificial earths – sometimes in woods
surrounded by sheep – to ensure they had enough to chase.”

Peter White, IFAW hunt monitor

“I can remember the first time I saw a hare literally torn apart
between the jaws of two lurchers – the cruelty turned my
stomach. What made it worse was that there were people
enjoying this grisly spectacle and applauding when a hare was
caught.”

Joe Hashman, former IFAW hunt monitor

“Never lose sight of the fact that one really well-beaten (fox)
cub killed fair and square is worth half a dozen fresh ones killed
the moment they are found without hounds having to set
themselves in their task. It is essential that hounds should have
their blood up and learn to be savage with their fox before he
is killed.” 

The late Duke of Beaufort, Master of Foxhounds

“I used to hunt myself...I can remember seeing a fox killed...its
stomach was torn apart. It screamed. It was a terrible sight. 
And although they tried to keep the younger members of the
hunt back, we saw what had happened and I was told that really
wasn’t untypical.”

The Rt Reverend Dominic Walker OGS, 
Bishop of Monmouth

“The fox was chased into our backyard. The dogs just leapt on it.
It was ripped apart. There were people on horseback following
the hounds but they just watched. They apologised but didn't
really seem to care. It was awful.”

Homeowner Gwen Butler, who described how her garden was
invaded by the Beaufort Hunt to the Daily Mirror in January 2007. 

“They (the hunt) apologised about the fox getting into my garden,
but it was as if it was just one of those things. They said it would
have died in seconds, as the hounds would have got it by the
throat, but from what I saw it was torn to pieces.”

The father of two children who witnessed a fox being killed by
the Bramham Moor Hunt in November 2000

“...the hounds were baying and the next thing I saw was a fox. 
It was being pressed hard by the hounds but its coat was
covered in blood and it had a huge gaping hole in its side. I was
horrified and my poor grandchildren were screaming but the
hounds just tore into the fox ripping it apart right in front of us.”

A woman whose young grandchildren witnessed a fox being
killed by a hunt in January 1998

Left, main image:
Dead fox killed at
Grinshill. 

Left:
A huntsman
watching hounds
bite and pull a dead
fox during the
Hampshire
foxhounds hunt.

See the footage of pre-ban hunting by visiting: www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty
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Hunting with
groups of dogs results in
very poor welfare in the
hunted animals. There is
now even more evidence of
unnecessary suffering than
at the time the Hunting Act
2004 was introduced.”
Professor Donald Broom, 
Cambridge University Animal Welfare
Information Centre

Evidence of animal suffering during the

chase and kill

The aim of a good day’s hunting is a long and exciting chase. Common
sense tells us that when an animal is chased over long distances it is
likely to suffer and that even more suffering will ensue when that
animal is brutally savaged by dogs.  

Deer, foxes and hares are all capable of experiencing fear, pain and
distress as well as being able to sense potentially dangerous
predators. It is therefore not surprising that scientists have
condemned hunting and that the British Government Inquiry into
hunting concluded that hunting with dogs “seriously compromises the
welfare” of deer, foxes and hares. 

The suffering of deer 

The first proper study of the cruelty involved in hunting was provided in
scientific studies published in 1997 by Professor Sir Patrick Bateson,
FRS, of Cambridge University, who was commissioned by the National
Trust, the UK’s leading heritage preservation organisation.

Professor Bateson studied blood and muscle samples from deer
chased with dogs and compared them with samples from red deer that
had been cleanly shot. His study concluded that there was strong
evidence of great physiological and psychological distress and that
the welfare of target deer during hunting with dogs was very poor. 
It was not just the dogs but also the proximity of humans that could
have considerable detrimental effects on deer welfare. Following this
study the National Trust banned deer hunting with dogs on its land.

The British Government Inquiry into hunting with dogs, chaired by Lord
Burns, concluded that: “most scientists agree that deer are likely to
suffer in the final stages of hunting” and recommended stalking as the
better method of culling, “in particular, as it obviates the need to chase
deer in the way that occurs in hunting.”

In 2002 the Minister responsible, Alun Michael, introduced a Bill to 
the British Parliament that included provision for a ban on deer
hunting. He described the evidence for the cruelty of deer hunting as
‘incontrovertible’. 

The suffering of foxes

Once caught, foxes are savaged by the hounds. In the UK hunters have
argued for years that foxes are killed by a quick nip to the neck from
the lead hound but independent post-mortem evidence has shown that
foxes can be literally disembowelled and suffer multiple injuries before
being killed. 

The science-hunting with dogs is cruel

08 | No Return to Cruelty

Right, main image:
The remains of a dog fox
torn into three parts by
hounds during the
Southdown, Eridge Hunt
held in East Sussex. 

Left:
A huntsman
disembowels a hunted
stag and removes the
hooves for trophies at a
Devon & Somerset hunt
which took place near
Winsford.

‘‘

www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty
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There is another dimension 
of fear where it goes to earth, and it is
holed up there and cannot escape. 
I think that, too, must turn, if you like,
from fear to terror when it realises it
cannot escape and is being pestered by
the dogs or by the terriers being put
down to flush it out..... It can take
between half-an-hour and three hours
for this to happen. That is a long
duration in terms of intensity and
duration. So I think fear is probably one
of the biggest issues here.” 
Professor David Morton, 
Head of the Centre for Biomedical Ethics and Director of the
Biomedical Services Union of Birmingham University,
commenting on terrierwork 

‘‘
Right:
A dead fox savaged
and killed by a 
pack of hounds is
held by a huntsman.
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Being a vet teaches you
above all that what we share most with
other mammals is the ability to
experience fear, pain and suffering.
Hunting ensured that foxes, deer, mink
and hare endured all three - and purely
in the name of human entertainment.
Long may such inexcusable cruelty be
outlawed.”
Emma Milne, veterinary surgeon, BVSc MRCVS 

‘‘
Left:
A hunted fox lies
dead with its
abdomen ripped
open by hounds
and intestines
hanging out.

www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty
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The science-hunting with dogs is cruel

Vets who have carried out post-mortems on foxes

hunted with dogs have reported: 

• In short, the fox died a painful and unpleasant death, which probably
was not quick, as evidenced by the areas of haemorrhage seen at
many sites.

• There are no bite marks on the neck. I am not convinced that it has
been bitten on the neck or killed in that way. Personally, you’ve got to
be very suspicious that it’s just been killed by being ripped apart. 

• I could detect no external damage to the neck or throat areas but
there were extensive wounds to the abdomen and thorax. In fact the
abdomen was ripped open and the intestines were hanging out. The
wounds were consistent with the fox having been severely bitten by
another animal or animals.

Before the Hunting Act it was legal for hunts to use terriermen or
individuals who found, dug out and killed foxes after the hunt had
chased them underground. They would often use terrier dogs to help
them find the fox and if the terrier found it an underground battle
sometimes ensued between the two animals during which both could
suffer horrific injuries including losing ears, eyes and parts of their faces.

The Burns Committee concluded that: “...we are satisfied that the
activity of digging out and shooting a fox involves a serious
compromise of its welfare, bearing in mind the often protracted nature
of the process and the fact that the fox is prevented from escaping.”

Hare hunting and coursing cruelty

There is considerable evidence to show that hares suffer when
coursed or hunted with hounds. 

Hares are reluctant to leave familiar territory so when hunted with
hounds they run in a large circle until worn down, caught and savaged
by the hounds. The Burns Committee concluded: “this experience
seriously compromises the welfare of the hare.”

Hare coursing involves the setting of two dogs, usually greyhounds or
lurchers, on a single hare. When caught, many hares have been seen
being pulled like a rope in a ‘tug of war’ between the jaws of two dogs
until one of the coursing officials reaches the dogs and removes the
hare. At this point the hare may still be alive.

The Burns Committee commissioned post-mortem research into how
hares are killed during coursing. It showed that just one of 12 coursed
hares was definitely killed by the dogs. Of the remaining 11, five were
killed only when the coursing official arrived and broke their necks,
while in six cases the cause of death was uncertain. The committee
concluded: “It is clear, moreover, that, if the dog or dogs catch the
hare, they do not always kill it quickly.”

New cruelty evidence

When hunting with dogs was banned in 2004 there was overwhelming
scientific evidence to show that hunting with dogs is cruel. Today that
evidence is even stronger with the release of a further report in
February 2010 which describes the evidence of cruelty in hunting with
dogs as “compelling”.

The report, by Professor Donald Broom of Cambridge University,
reviewed the available evidence on the welfare of hunted animals and
concluded that: “...With developments in animal welfare science and
our current understanding of sentience, consciousness and suffering
in animals, there is now compelling evidence to support the assertion
that the hunted fox, and other quarry species such as deer, hare or
mink, experience considerable fear and distress when being pursued
by hounds or when being dug out.”
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Left, main image:
A hunting dog pursues
a hare during the
Waterloo Cup, held in
Great Altcar,
Merseyside, UK, which
was Britain's largest
hare coursing event. 
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There is no
evidence that foxes need to
be controlled” and “no
method of fox control has
had an impact on the fox
population.”
Professor Stephen Harris, 
Environmental Sciences, University 
of Bristol.

On the basis of
current evidence the
Ministry does not consider
foxes to be a significant
factor in lamb mortality
nationally.”
MAFF (now DEFRA) submission to 
the Government Inquiry into hunting
with dogs 

Foxes

Hunters have claimed that hunting with dogs is necessary for
controlling the fox population. Yet there is very little scientific evidence
to support this argument.

Some hunts have even used artificial earths – underground chambers
designed to encourage foxes to live and breed in the area – to make
sure there are enough foxes to be hunted for ‘sport’. In 2000, the
prestigious Beaufort Hunt admitted feeding cubs at the entrance to an
artificial earth following an IFAW investigation.

And in June 2003 IFAW hunt monitors filmed a hunt kennelman and his
assistant putting two young fox cubs in a man-made fox earth on land
used by the Cottesmore Hunt in Leicestershire. The kennelman later
admitted moving the cubs and a vixen into the earth – a practice that
was forbidden by the hunts’ own rules.

The Burns Committee described the active use of artificial shelters for
foxes to encourage them to live in suitable places for hunting as:
“inconsistent with the stated objective of controlling fox numbers
through hunting.”

In October 2004 a leaked memo from Simon Hart, chairman of the
Countryside Alliance, to Lord Daresbury, chairman of the Master of Fox
Hounds Association, refers to a letter that Daresbury sent to hunts
complaining about  a lack of foxes - and criticising landowners for not
doing enough to encourage foxes to breed on their land. Hart claimed
if this letter were made public the hunters would be ridiculed in
Parliament and the media.

In response to claims that hunts help control the national fox
population the Burns Committee concluded: “the overall contribution
of traditional fox hunting, within the overall total of control techniques
involving dogs, is almost certainly insignificant in terms of the
management of the fox population as a whole.”

Since the Hunting Act came into force in 2005, there has been no
significant change in fox numbers. A report released in 2006 by the
world’s leading fox experts, biologists Philip Baker, Stephen Harris and
Piran White of the University of Bristol and the University of York
concluded that: “There is no evidence to suggest that fox hunts played
any role in the control of fox populations, nor is there any evidence
that the introduction of the Hunting Act 2004 will have a significant
impact on fox numbers.”

The fox is the farmer’s friend

Foxes are rarely the pest that popular folklore suggests and in many
cases they can benefit farmers. It has been estimated that foxes are
responsible for saving farmers around £100 million each year in
agricultural damage by eating rabbits and rodents – a major cause of
crop damage.

The science-hunting with dogs is unnecessary

12 | No Return to Cruelty

Right, main image:
A fox sitting in the grass. 

Left:
Two fox hounds tussle
over the head of a fox.

‘‘
‘‘

www.ifaw.org/noreturntocruelty
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The idea that fox numbers
were ever controlled by hunting cannot
be justified. The cessation of hunting
activity because of foot-and-mouth
disease did not affect fox numbers, and
neither has the ban on hunting.”
Dr Robert Atkinson, 
Head of Wildlife, The Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) 

Right:
In 2003 IFAW's hunt
monitors filmed a
hunt kennelman 
putting two young
fox cubs in a man-
made fox earth on
land used by the
Cottesmore Hunt in
Leicestershire.
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Left:
A dead stag being
dragged down 
the river by a
hunter and a hunt
follower.

...shooting/stalking is by far
the most important method used to
reduce red deer numbers in England and
Wales, as in the rest of Europe, and
accounts for the great majority of deer
killed in the stag hunting area.”
The Report of the Committee into Hunting with Dogs, 2000‘‘
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The science-hunting with dogs is unnecessary

Where a rogue fox does cause a sporadic outbreak of lamb predation
it is the individual fox that should be targeted, not the population as a
whole. On farmland, this is most effectively and humanely dealt with by
lamping – the use of a powerful beam of light to immobilise a fox at
night so that it can be shot with a rifle. The Burns Committee
considered this to be the most humane and effective method of fox
killing in lowland areas.

Deer

As Lord Burns observed, there is a greater acceptance that deer
populations need to be managed in order to prevent serious damage to
forestry, agriculture or biodiversity.

However, the most common, selective and humane method of
controlling deer numbers is shooting. Approximately 250,000 deer are
culled by shooting every year.

The Burns Committee concluded that hunting with dogs seriously
compromises the welfare of deer and stated: “Stalking, if carried out to
a high standard and with the availability of a dog or dogs to help find

No Return to Cruelty | 15

There is no
conservation reason for
controlling hares in
mainland Britain. In fact,
the opposite is true.”
The Wildlife Trust’s submission to 
the Government Inquiry into hunting
with dogs‘‘

any wounded deer that escape, is in principle the better method of
culling deer from an animal welfare perspective.”

Mink

Where mink have been shown to have some adverse effects on other
wildlife, they are usually removed by trapping. Shooting is also used
but the Burns Committee concluded that hunts do not make a
significant contribution to mink control.

Hares

Over the last century, hare numbers have declined dramatically, mainly
because of intensive farming methods. Brown hares are the subject of
a Biodiversity Action Plan aimed at maintaining and expanding their
population so that spring numbers double by 2010.

In conclusion, if foxes, deer or mink need to be controlled at a local
level, more humane and effective alternatives are available, such as
shooting by a trained marksman. It is simply unnecessary to chase
animals over long distances before allowing dogs to rip them apart.
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Left, main image:
A dead stag lies in a 
field of green grass with
blood pools around its
neck and mouth.

Right:
Dogs pursue a hare
during the Waterloo Cup.
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The issue has
rightly become totemic for
those who care about
animals – for how can we,
logically, pursue a
progressive animal welfare
agenda, even making the
case for the enlightened
treatment of animals where
some genuine human
interest is involved, while
those who gratuitously hunt
creatures to a cruel death
do so with legal impunity?
Causing suffering for sport
is intrinsically evil.“
The Rev Professor Andrew Linzey, 
Senior Research Fellow at Blackfriars
Hall, University of Oxford and Doctor 
of Divinity, commenting on hunting
before it was banned

Since hunting with dogs was banned the fox population hasn’t
changed significantly; many hunting jobs have not been lost, nor have
thousands of horses and dogs had to be shot en masse, yet this is the
scenario the hunting lobby predicted.

The hunters themselves claim that ‘hunting’ is more popular since the
cruelty was banned. Now hunts can enjoy the spectacle of riding
across the countryside by following a trail rather than pursuing and
killing a live animal. 

A survey released by the Countryside Alliance in October 2009 showed
that 93% of hunts reported that they have the same number of or more
subscribers than before the Hunting Act came into force. It also
showed that 89% of hunts reported an increase in support from their
communities since the Act. Ten per cent of hunts said they have more
hounds than before and the same percentage also said they now have
more employees since the ban.

There are some people, however, who rather than embrace a more
animal friendly approach to riding in the countryside with dogs, are
determined to break the law by continuing to chase and savage
animals with dogs. To date, more than 100 people have been brought
to justice, thanks to the efforts of IFAW and other hunt monitors and
concerned members of the public, because they flagrantly flouted 
the law. 

These include the conviction of TV chef Clarissa Dickson-Wright and
horse trainer Sir Mark Prescott, following a private prosecution by
IFAW, after they admitted attending an illegal hare coursing event in
March 2007.

And in January 2008, huntsman William Goffe and whipper-in Gary
Bradley of the Minehead Harriers pleaded guilty to illegal hunting in a
private prosecution brought by the League Against Cruel Sports. 
Both were fined £300 and ordered to pay £500 costs. Gary Bradley was
also fined £100 after pleading guilty to a public order offence which
involved riding a horse at a hunt monitor. 

In another case, Richard Down and Adrian Pillivant from Somerset
were convicted of illegally hunting deer with hounds and were each
fined £500 and ordered to pay £1,000 in costs.

While there have been reports that illegal hunting is taking place, 
there is  no reason to suggest the Hunting Act itself is unnecessary.
For example, despite the Theft Act 1968, burglaries and other thefts still
take place; yet no-one argues  that the Act is wrong and should be
repealed. What is required is vigilant enforcement of the law. 

Since the ban-the myths exposed

16 | No Return to Cruelty

Right, main image:
Dogs tug at the carcass
of a newly killed fox. 

Left:
A red deer stag walks
through a field of short
brown grass in
southern Scotland.
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Conservative MPs know that
the public don’t want to see the ban
repealed so they won’t be talking about
this in the run up to the election. Britain
is a modern country. The spectacle of
using dogs to rip a fox to shreds has no
place here.”
Rt Hon Hilary Benn MP, Secretary of State for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs (Labour)  

Right:
A hare is caught
and savaged by a
dog during the
Waterloo Cup.
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Hunting activity is an
emotive issue with many parties being
involved. However, the hunting of foxes
with dogs is illegal and officers from
Keswick, Cockermouth and Penrith will
be periodically attending our local hunts
to ensure the law is not being broken
and that other offences are not being
committed such as threats and
intimidation by people on the fells.”
Inspector Martin Connolly, 
Cockermouth and Keswick neighbourhood policing team  

Left:
A pack of dogs rip
at a fox in a killing
frenzy.
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Since the ban-the myths exposed

Public opinion continues to show strong support for the Hunting Act.

Recent Ipsos MORI polling has shown that an
overwhelming majority of

75%support the legislation banning fox hunting; 

and that seven out of 10 people in rural areas do not think fox hunting
should be made legal again. This exposes the fallacy of the claim that
hunting is polarised by a rural/urban divide.

Support for a ban in rural communities on other types of
hunting was also high with

82%opposed to bringing back deer hunting and

86%opposed to changing the law to allow hare hunting 
or coursing.

The poll revealed that support for the ban outweighs
opposition across political party boundaries, with 

62%of Conservative voters,

83%of Labour voters,

77%of Liberal Democrat voters 

in favour of a ban on fox hunting.

Robbie Marsland, UK Director of IFAW, who commissioned the poll,
said: “It is clear that the vast majority of people, regardless of their
political affiliation, find hunting repugnant.”

The ban on hunting with dogs brought about a historic law change
which, for the first time, saw wild mammals being afforded a similar
legal protection to the one domestic animals had enjoyed for almost a
century. Other bloodsports such as bear baiting, cock fighting and dog
fighting had long been banned but until 2004, hunting with dogs
blighted the UK’s international reputation as a leading force in animal
welfare.

The fact that such a cruel ‘sport’ as hunting with dogs was legally
permitted in the UK hampered efforts to ban cruel practices in other
parts of the world such as whale hunting, seal clubbing and
bullfighting. For example, at the 1993 meeting of the International
Whaling Commission, an Icelandic observer took issue with the
proposal of the then UK Minister for Environment, John Gummer, that
members should promote whale watching tourism, rather than whaling
by saying in that case “Britain should promote fox-watching”. 

A repeal of the ban to allow such a cruel ‘sport’ to return to the British
countryside would be extremely damaging to the UK’s reputation
around the world.
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Main image:
A curious fox cub
inspects a police helmet.
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A cub had just
gone to ground under a
bank. I saw him dug out. 
I was standing quite close,
about 10 feet away. And I
saw him carried alive from
the earth into a nearby field
where he was chucked 15
or 20 feet up into the air.
When he landed, the
hounds grabbed and tore
him apart.”
Former huntsman Clifford Pellow
describing his first experience of cub
hunting

IFAW’s ability to reveal the reality of animal suffering caused by hunting
with dogs through video, photographic and eyewitness accounts was
instrumental to the achievement of the Hunting Act 2004.

At the time of the ban, the scientific case against hunting was strong
but a new report by the UK’s leading animal welfare expert shows
there is now even more scientific evidence that animals hunted with
dogs are caused unnecessary suffering than at the time the Hunting
Act 2004 was introduced.

The report, by Professor Donald Broom of Cambridge University,
reviewed the available evidence on the welfare of hunted animals and
concluded that: “...With developments in animal welfare science and
our current understanding of sentience, consciousness and suffering
in animals, there is now compelling evidence to support the assertion
that the hunted fox, and other quarry species such as deer, hare or
mink, experience considerable fear and distress when being pursued
by hounds or when being dug out.”

Claims that hunting with dogs is a necessary form of pest control, that
many jobs would be lost or that horses and dogs would be destroyed
have not been borne out by events since the ban was introduced or by
scientific evidence. There will always be a minority who are
determined to break the law but IFAW believes no-one is above the
law and its monitors working with the police will do their best to
ensure that such people are brought to justice.

The British public’s support for the hunting ban is
overwhelming –

75%say they want the fox hunting ban to remain

84%want deer hunting to stay illegal

85%want hare coursing and hunting to remain illegal.

It took more than 80 years of active campaigning to finally protect
foxes, deer, hares and mink from the cruelty of being chased and
ripped apart by dogs. Don’t let politicians bring back cruelty. Help us
keep cruelty out of the countryside by supporting the Hunting Act 2004.

Conclusion
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Right, main image:
A pack of hounds look on
as a huntsman cuts off
the brush (tail) of a fox
as a trophy. 

Left:
A dead fox savaged by
hounds.
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sIf local teenagers were to

amuse themselves by training dogs to
tear apart squirrels or rabbits, or even our
local foxes, they would find themselves
in court with an Anti-Social Behaviour
Order, or worse. Rightly so. It has never
been clear to me why this dubious
‘freedom’ should be uniquely extended 
to the hunt.”
Dr Vince Cable MP (Liberal Democrat)

‘‘
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For further information contact:

87-90 Albert Embankment
London SE1 7UD
Tel: +44 207 587 6700
Fax: +44 207 587 6720
info-uk@ifaw.org

IFAW in Action is a company limited by
guarantee registered in England and Wales
(company number 1556892).
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